
Documentary series offered by Friends of Eldredge Public Library Learning Series 
shown at the Orpheum from 9:30 to Noon on the listed dates.  Sign up at the 
Eldredge Library.   Suggested donation $10 for the series.  

With movies, a script is written and the actors chosen before filming even begins.  With a documentary, 
it is the filming that captures reality and the story unfolds before your eyes.  Our local documentarians 
and presenters hope you enjoy this season’s fascinating and educational offering of films.  Come ready 
to be entertained and educated – you’ll be glad you did!  

April 8th 

EYE ON THE 60s – presented by local  director Chris Szwedo  
It was the era of Bob Dylan, the March on Washington, Woodstock and The Beatles.  An authentic piece 
of American history, EYE ON THE 60s is an intimate portrait of former LIFE photographer Rowland 
Scherman.  Szwedo captures both the essence of Scherman’s creative eye and the essence of America's 
most remarkable decade. 

April 15th 

A Gullwing at Twilight – presented by director Chris Szwedo    

Experience the adventures of 87 year-old racing legend John Fitch as he takes to the Bonneville Salt Flats 
in his Signature Mercedes Gullwing.  This visually absorbing essay tells the story of a man fueled by 
challenge and quietly refusing to give in to the traditional notion of retirement. 

April 22nd 

Bag It – presented by Jesse Mechling, Marine Education Director at Provincetown Center of Coastal 
Studies 

Is your life too “plastic”? There is a powerful message in this documentary about the dangers of plastic.  
You will be both entertained and educated.  From politics, single use disposables, waste and recycling to 
ocean health and our own health, bag it is a remarkable look at plastics.  Jesse will also introduce you to 
the works at the Center for Coastal studies.  

April 29th  

Dying To Get In: Undocumented Immigration at the U.S. / Mexico Border – presented by local 
directors Brett Tolley and Chris Seufert  

This short film offers a first-hand look at the harsh reality of today's border crossing. The documentary is 
directed by local filmmaker Brett Tolley, who embedded himself with Mexican's making the crossing. 
Following this short Chris Seufert of Mooncusser Films will show a short film of Brett Tolley’s father 
‘Gillnetting on the Dawn T.   

May 6th  

Documentary by local director Andrew Buckley –Title:  to be announced 

 

http://www.szwedo.com/sixties.html�
http://www.szwedo.com/gullwing.html�
http://www.bagitmovie.com/about_issues.html�
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1095401/�


 


